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ABSTRACT: The dynamic covalent synthesis, structure
and conformational dynamics of a chiral polyimine nano-
capsule 1a are reported. Reaction of four tetraformyl
cavitands and eight H2N(CH2)2NH2 yields quantitatively
1a, which has a compact, asymmetrically folded, pseudo-C2-
symmetric structure, as determined by X-ray crystallogra-
phy, and encapsulates four CHCl3 and three CH3OH guests
in the solid state. In solution, 1a enantiomerizes by passing
over a barrier of ΔG298

q = 21.5 ( 0.7 kcal mol-1 via a
refolding process.

Investigation of reactivity and binding phenomena in the inner
spaces of molecular capsules has moved the area of molecular

encapsulation to a new level.1 Nanosizedmolecular capsules have
proven to be exceptional for stabilizing fleeting reactive inter-
mediates,2 accelerating,3 or changing regiochemistry and product
distribution of reactions,3b,4 and exploring long-range electron-
and energy-transfer processes.5 For many applications of nano-
capsules, chirality of the inner space would be a very valuable
property and may result from using chiral building blocks or
guests,6 asymmetric arrangements of achiral building blocks,7 or
an asymmetric fold.8 Here, we describe the thermodynamically
controlled synthesis, structure, and dynamic properties of chiral
nanocapsules 1a,b, which assemble quantitatively from four
tetraformylcavitands 2a,b and eight 1,2-ethylenediamines 3.

In earlier work, we reported the [6 þ 12] polyimine nano-
capsule 4a that formed in 80% yield together with small amounts
of the [4þ 8] nanocapsule 5a upon reacting cavitand 6awith two
equivalents of ethylene-1,2-diamine.9 Our motivation to test
cavitand 2a in similar multicomponent reactions came from
the fact that 2a can adopt a C4h-symmetric structure, in which
opposite aryl planes have angles close to 90�.10 This would make
2a an ideal building block for a multicomponent octahedral
nanocapsule synthesis, if reacted with two equivalents of a linear
diamine. We were then surprised, that the CF3COOH-catalyzed
condensation of 2a with two equivalents of 3 did not yield the
predicted [6þ 12] capsule, but instead gave quantitatively a [4þ
8]-condensation product 1a based on GPC (see Supporting
Information (SI)), NMR spectroscopy, and mass spectrometry.
For example, the MALDI-TOF of 1a showed the [1a þ H]þ

peak at the expected mass-to-charge ratio m/z = 4358.72 (calc.:
m/z = 4358.93). The high efficiency of this synthesis results from
the reversibility of the imine bond, which allows for error

corrections during the capsule assembly.11 The structure of 1a
was determined by X-ray crystallography and it was confirmed
that 1a has the same linker-cavitand connectivity as in 5a
and is very compact and asymmetrically folded (Chart 1 and
Figure 1).12

Nanocapsule 1a crystallized from CHCl3/CH3OH as pair of
enantiomers in the unit cell, each having approximately C2

symmetry and being filled with three CHCl3 and three CH3OH
guest molecules. If viewed along the pseudo-C2 axis, 1a is nearly
circular (Figure 1A) and has a U-shape, if viewed perpendicularly
to this axis (Figure 1B). The connectivity in 1a is identical to that
in 5a: Symmetry-related cavitands (two pairs colored in orange
and purple) are singly linked, and one of the cavitands in each
pair is doubly and singly linked to the cavitands in the other pair.
In one pair of symmetry-related cavitands (colored in purple),
the cavitands have a more flattened-out shape with their pseudo-
C2 axis passing through the center of the cavity of 1a. The pseudo-
C2 axes of the other two cavitands (colored in orange) are almost
parallel to the host’s pseudo-C2 axis. These cavitands are slightly
shifted against each other and formmultiple C-H-π and van der
Waals interactions at the cavitand-cavitand interface involving
spannermethylene groups of one cavitand and the aryl unit of the
other cavitand. We believe that these interactions are important
for the stability of this fold in solution (vide infra). The arrangement

Chart 1. Polyimine Nanocapsules 1, 4 and 5 and Cavitands 2
and 6
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of the two orange-colored cavitands forces the linker that
connects both cavitands (colored red in Figure 1) to fold
toward the center of the host. This divides the host interior
into two tube-shaped chambers, of which the right is filled
with two CHCl3 and the left with one CHCl3 and three
CH3OH guests.

The low-temperature 1H NMR spectrum of 1a is consistent
with the solid-state structure and suggests that 1a is similarly
folded in solution and has C2 symmetry. At-30 �C, eight imine
protons Him and eight aryl proton Ha singlets, each in a ratio
2:2:2:2:2:2:2:2, are observed between 6.9 and 8.8 ppm
(Figure 2B). Addition of 2.7% v/v of (-)-(S)-1-phenylethanol

to this NMR solution led to splitting of several imine and aryl
protons (Figure 2A), confirming the chirality of 1a. Surprisingly,
a screen of nine chiral, aromatic additives, of which several are
structurally very similar to (S)-1-phenylethanol, such as (S)-R-
methyl-2-pyridine methanol, failed to induce host signal splitting
(see Figure S-21 in SI for structures). Presumably, these additives
do not bind to 1a.

Insight into the conformational stability of 1a and rate of
enantiomerization is important for chiral resolution and possible
solution-phase applications of 1a. Thus, we analyzed the dy-
namics of 1a by 2D-EXSY spectroscopy and NMR line-shape
analysis and identified two dynamic processes. The first process I,
which has an activation free energy ΔG298

q = 14.5 ( 0.4
kcal mol-1 (ΔHq = 16.5 ( 0.2 kcal mol-1; ΔSq = 6.4 ( 0.7
cal mol-1 K-1), leads to coalescence of pairs of imine and aryl
protons, such that four imine and four aryl protons, each in a ratio
4:4:4:4, are observed at 60 �C (Figure 2C). Overall, the config-
uration of 1a remains unchanged,13 but the two symmetry-
related cavitand pairs switch their position via reorganization of
the structure, shown in a simplified way in Figure 3. The time-
averaged structure of 1a at this temperature has D2-symmetry
(D2-1a). Upon warming the NMR sample to 110 �C, one pair of
imine signals coalesced into a single signal (Figure 2E,F). Rapid
exchange between protons in the remaining pairs of imine and
aryl protons was confirmed by EXSY. This second process II
leads to the enantiomerization of 1a and has an activation free
energy ΔG298

q = 21.5 ( 0.7 kcal mol-1 (ΔHq = 25.9 ( 0.4
kcal mol-1; ΔSq = 14.8 ( 1.1 cal mol-1 K-1). Enantiomer-
ization can be brought about by simple counterclockwise
rotation of all cavitands in D2-1a0 via achiral D2d-1a, which
would be a suitable time-averaged representation of 1a at high
temperature, followed by folding into C2-1a (see top three
structures in Figure 3).

Model examinations suggest that many contacts that are
observed in the X-ray structure are lost during the repositioning
and reorganization of the cavitands during the enantiomeriza-
tion. Due to the high flexibility of spanners and bis-imine linkages
of 1a and its fairly compact fold, we believe that ground-state
effects of this type contribute substantially to the barrier height
rather than steric or angle/torsional strain effects in the transition
state, which differs from most atropisomers,14 but is consistent
with observations in compact, twisted container molecules.15

The configurational stability of 1a should be sensitive to cavitand

Figure 1. Stereo view of a tube model of the X-ray structure of nanocapsule 1a.[CHCl3]3[CH3OH]3 along the pseudo-C2 to axis (A) and view
perpendicular to it (B). Appending pentyl groups, hydrogen atoms, and second component of disordered groups are omitted for clarity. Solvent
molecules inside the cavity of 1a are shown as space-filling models. Pairs of symmetry-related cavitands are colored in purple and orange. CHdN-
CH2CH2-NdCH linkers are colored blue and red. Openings to the two cavities of 1a are marked with arrows in (B).

Figure 2. Partial 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz) of 1a showing the imine
and aryl proton region of the spectrum. At -30 �C in CD2Cl2 þ 2.7%
(v/v) (-)-(S)-1-phenylethanol (A) and in CD2Cl2 (B). At 60 �C in
CD2Cl2 (C), CDCl3 (D) and CDCl2CDCl2 (E). At 110 �C in CD-
Cl2CDCl2 (F). Signals assigned to imine and aryl protons of 1a, CHCl3
and (-)-(S)-1-phenylethanol are marked with letters a-d, e-h,
asterisk, and filled triangle, respectively.
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feet, solvent, and nature of the encapsulated guest(s), and should
respond to the presence of acid and water or primary amines,
which should destabilize 1 by promoting temporary breakage of
imine bonds. Indeed, substitution of the pentyl feet with
phenethyl feet lowered the barrier by approximately 0.5 kcal
mol-1 (Table 1). Likewise,ΔG323

q increases with the decreasing
size of the solvent in the order CDCl2CDCl2 < CDCl3 < CD2Cl2.
Even though the overall change of ΔG323

q is small, the data in
Table 1 suggest that smaller feet and smaller guests allow 1a,b to
adapt a more compact and stable ground-state structure. Con-
sistent with this interpretation are the large solvent-induced shifts
(SIS) of imine and cavitand aryl proton resonances in the NMR
spectrum of 1a upon changing the solvent from CD2Cl2 or
CDCl3 to CDCl2CDCl2 (SISmax = 0.18 ppm; Figure 2C-E).
These SIS are difficult to explain with solvation effects and imply
a small structural reorganization as encapsulated CD2Cl2 or
CDCl3 is replaced with the bulkier CDCl2CDCl2.

In summary, we have demonstrated a highly efficient synthesis
of an asymmetrically folded tetracavitand nanocapsule 1 from 12
achiral building blocks. Considering the flexibility of the building
blocks, 1 has a substantial enantiomerization barrier, which
responds to changes in the cavitand feet and the size of the
solvent. Current efforts in our laboratory are directed toward
further increasing the configurational stability of 1 by fine-tuning
the steric requirements and polarity of the appending feet and
toward enantiomerically enriching 1, which would be prerequi-
sites for its application in chiral recognition and asymmetric
synthesis.
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